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In ,I this note two results on graph connectivity are generalized to lmatroids. Let E 
be a set of cardinal@ n, and k be an integer such that 1 G n and k s L. Let & be 
the class of subsets (circuits) of E which contain exactly k ekments. Then 
,,A& = (&, E) is a matroid; we ca!l it a binomial matroid because of its relation to 
the binomial coefficient Ck. (These matroids have also been called k-uniform 
matroids [3].) 
The following theorem identifies the matroids of non-finite cormectivity: 
Theorem 1. L,ef A = (%, E) be a matroid and jE\ = PI. If the connectivity of A is 
not finite, then A is isomorphic to ,A, for some r, lvhere 2r - 3 =S Y!I =S 27 - I. FOP 
IE’I - 1, J# is isomorphic tp ,A, or &?,. 
A special case of this theorem includes a result on graph connectivity: if the 
connectivity of a graph is not fini t.e:, then its polygon and bond matroids are 
isomoqhic to 1&o, 1 49 2&, 42, or ,Jtc, Cll- 
In graph theory a well-known fact is that for any positive integer n there always 
exists a graph o:f connectivity )*t. l3y definition of matroid connectivity, if the 
connectivity of a matroid is n, then the cardinality of the set E is at least 2n[2]. 
Then, a corresponding matroid thee rem may be stated as follows: 
Theorem 2. For any positize integer n there exists a matroid of connectivity n 
defined on a s?t of cadindity 2n. 
This theorem is obtained bT,r examining the connectivity of binomial matroids. 
Let q anlf r be integers such that 1 S q dnd r G c Ther; the coldnectivity of a 
* e CO~SF?_ tic text 0;’ the paper is available fror,l the authors cm request. 
In p&&s, the cormnectivity of z,,A,, is n, which proves thl* above theorem. 
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